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President’s Page
by David Patsel, 2015 President, SVAR

As I write this, nearly eight months of 2015 
have passed, so I thought I would look 
up some statistics on how the local real 
estate market is doing this year vs. 2014. (I 
researched the Tri-Cities and surrounding 
counties as opposed to all of CVRMLS.)

Transactions are up 13%. This is an exciting 
number. We are busier than years past. The 
average sales price has increased 3.96%. 
Home owners are gaining equity in their 
homes again. The average for days on market 
has dropped from 83 to 75. Some areas are 
experiencing a shortage of inventory. Long 
story short, it has been a great 2015 so far, and 
we expect it to continue. 

As the market continues to improve, buyers 
and sellers will continue to call on REALTORS® 
to assist them in their needs. In most cases, 
buying or selling a home is the largest 
transaction in a person`s life, and it’s quite 
amazing that they rely on us to assist them 
with this. Many buyers and sellers don’t  
even know the REALTOR® at first or they are 
relocating to the area. It sounds like in many 
cases that they are relying on a stranger at 
first to help them buy or sell the biggest deal 
in their life. Now that being said, you are very 
important to buyers and sellers.

I found an article, “The Top 5 Characteristics 
Home Buyers Want in a Real Estate Agent,” on 
Trulia.com and want to share it with you. 

Honesty and credibility - Win them over with 
the truth. When these buyers talked about 
honesty and credibility, it often came with 
stories about past negative experiences 
with agents. The stories were about agents 
trying to push them toward a more expensive 
purchase and a strong dislike for the false 
sense of urgency they feel agents create when 

it comes to placing an offer on a house. Buyers 
have expressed how hard it is to trust anyone 
in today’s real estate market so it’s even 
more important for agents to help them feel 
comfortable.

Area familiarity - Do your neighborhood 
homework. Buyers in particular place high 
importance on finding an agent who not only 
sells homes in a specific neighborhood, but 
also knows that neighborhood well. They want 
an agent who knows all about the schools, 
local parks, safety, restaurants and even the 
secret gems the neighborhood has to offer.

Good follow through - You say it, you do it.  
During the conversation our buyers constantly 
verbalized their frustration with agents who 
didn’t do what they said. Email me, call me 
and send me the things you say you will. It 
seems like such a small thing to ask for. Do 
what you say, combine it with some honesty, 
and you’ll be an agent buyers feel comfortable 
working with.

Organization - Keep it in order. You’re honest, 
you know the area like the back of your 
hand, and you try your hardest to follow 
through, but it’s just so hard to keep track of 
your to-do lists and return every phone call. 
Buyers expect agents to be organized and put 
together. There are a ton of tools out there to 
help with this. 

Good listener - Everyone is unique. Treat them 
like it! Users want an agent to listen to them 
with a blank mind. I heard phrases such as 
“pigeon hole,” “judge,” “they aren’t listening,” 
“tell me what I want,” etc. come up in our 
discussion. Users don’t want an agent to 
assume they need “A” just because they hear 
“B.” They want an agent who listens to what 
they want and will ask as many questions as 
required to really understand who they are and 
what they are looking for.

Make sure you get those references too; 
recommendations and testimonials followed 
closely in the sixth position.

This really speaks volumes. We need to grade 
ourselves in these areas listed above. It is OK 
to admit that you may need to work on a few 
things to become the better, more elite agent. 
One thing I know about real estate is that each 
and every day is completely different, and 
each and every client is different, and that we 
must always be fine tuning ourselves to be 
better than the day before.
  
SVAR is here to help you with this. SVAR wants 
you to be successful in real estate and will 
assist you in making that happen. If you seek 
continuing education, SVAR has it. If there is a 
class that you would like to take but don’t see 
it provided, let SVAR know. Seeking community 
involvement, i.e. being a part of what is going 
on in the area? SVAR does that, too. Be a 
part of what is going on. I cannot emphasize 
enough that SVAR wants to hear from you. 

What is important to you? Let it be known, 
because you are important to your client. I 
thank you all for everything you do and hope 
the rest of 2015 is as good as the past eight 
months. 

You are important, 
and SVAR is here 
to help you.

Thank You to our 

PLATINUM
PARTNERS

Trulia.com
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SVAR Calendar of Events
See more and register at SVARealtors.com/calendar.html

September 16 
Safety Issues
11:30am – 12:30pm

September 22 
Picnic at Home Builders Pavilion 
5:30 – 9:00pm

September 23 
8-Hour Mandatory Topics Course
8:30am – 5:00pm

September 24 
4-Hour Related Topic: Contract 
Pitfalls
8:30am – 12:30pm

4-Hour Related Topic: Rehab 
Finance
1:30 – 5:30pm

September 30 
New Member Orientation
9:00am – 1:00pm

Quadrennial Ethics Course
10:00am – 1:00pm

October 1
Education Committee Meeting
10:00am 

October 14
Real Estate Laws you need to know
10:00am – Noon

October 19 – 23 
30-Hour PLE Classes

October 21
RPAC Luncheon at Swift Creek 
11:30am – 1:30pm

October 28
Annual Meeting and Elections, 
Petersburg Country Club
5:00 – 8:00pm

October 29 
USPAP Class
8:30am – 5:00pm

November 4
New Member Orientation
9:00am – 1:00pm

November 5
Education Committee Meeting
10:00am 

November 11 – 16 
NAR Convention in San Diego, CA

November 12
Dilemmas Facing Real Estate 
Agents
9:00am – Noon

December 2
Installation (details TBD)

December 3
Education Committee Meeting
10:00am 

December 16
Christmas Party
4:00 – 6:00pm

December 17
Past President’s Luncheon
11:30am – 1:30pm

SVARealtors.com/calendar.html
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Testimonial: the Virginia Leadership 
Academy experience
by Steve Overgard, SVAR Director

In the beginning of January this year, the 
Virginia Association of REALTORS® put out an 
open challenge: “Invest in yourself and invest 
in your Association.” Interesting.

I must confess that I had been dormant as 
far as association activity goes from 2003 to 
2013. I was content to list and sell real estate, 
go along to get along, pay my dues, and just 
let our Association be managed, staffed and 
volunteered by others. I am not proud of that 
fact. But in the beginning of 2014, all of that 
passive stuff did a 180; the year was full of 
committee and volunteer work at SVAR.

When the challenge came out for VAR’s Virginia 
Leadership Academy in January, I applied. I 
was not confident that the application would 
be approved. Still, endorsement letters were 
gathered. Checks and double checks made, 
i’s dotted and t’s crossed. Then the waiting. 
doubt, reflection, resolve and remorse began. 
More waiting. Then I got the word. I was in.

The weather at the end of April was undecided 
and uncommitted—cold one day and 
unseasonably hot the next. “Appropriate,” 
I thought as I programmed the GPS for our 
first class session. When I pulled out of the 
driveway, I was trying to figure out how to 
juggle real estate business, class work and 
whatever else came up for the next three days. 

Our first class assignment was to fill out a 
long, computer-generated self evaluation with 
the objective being to identify one’s strengths 
and weaknesses. This was all based on the 
Gallup Strengths Based Leadership program. 
Quite naturally, in the group, there was some 
discussion and disagreement with the results. 
The very short version and takeaway of this 
was not to dwell on your own weaknesses or 
try to be perfect, but do try to have on your 
team those persons who can complement 
your strengths and compensate for your 
weaknesses. Another important takeaway was 
that one person cannot do everything and that 
a team effort can be far more effective than 
the sum of individual efforts. 

Following this exercise, our VLA class had 
some in-depth discussion about how to apply 
this to REALTOR® Association activities, events 
and objectives. It was all good stuff. 

Traditionally, each VLA class takes on an 
assignment that will benefit REALTORS® and 
our communities. There have been unique 
projects each year and no project repeated. 
Each class decides on its own project and is 
responsible for executing the project. 

There were several suggestions made for our 
class project, and U.S. veterans were at the 
center of most. Virginia is one of the most 
populous areas for veterans, and with all the 
military activity that has dominated headlines 
for years, it felt like the right fit. It was a 
project we all could get behind and put some 
muscle into getting done. We decided to raise 
$50,000 for veterans organization Homes for 
Our Troops. We also decided to physically help 
build three specially-adapted homes for some 
of the most severely disabled combat vets, all 
right here in the Old Dominion. For the 19 in 

the class, these were ambitious projects. 

To date, the class has raised well over our 
$50,000 goal, and VAR made an additional 
$10,000 donation. There have been many 
donations made, including large and supersize. 
The thing that really gets you in the gut is the 
outpouring of all those smaller donations—$10 
here, $20 there. And over and over and over. It 
just shows that not only was the class behind 
the project, but our membership also has 
leaned into the worthy cause. 

None of us like to do fundraising, but the 
rewards of this effort have surpassed 
everyone’s expectations. We all look forward 
to the day when we can pass the big, fat, huge, 
ceremonial check to Homes for Our Troops and 
make a real lifelong difference in some very 
deserving wounded vets’ lives. The next phase 
is the home-building portion. We’re seeking 
volunteers from membership to step up and 
make a difference by helping to build houses 
in Nokesville, Yorktown and Charlottesville. 

Aside from the knowledge and being able 
to contribute to the REALTORS® and our 
communities, one of the important side 
benefits has been the relationship building 
that continues. Each of the class members 
forge strong and lasting connections and 
relationships with each other and those 
who have helped teach the classes. Alumni 
from prior classes report that their class 
relationships and connections have spanned 
years and years. The connections and 
relationships have helped open up numerous 
opportunities within their associations, VAR, 
business and personal interest. 

The classwork and real-world work at the 
VLA have been difficult and intense at times. 
We are not done yet and have a lot yet to 
accomplish. I know all of the class members 
are looking forward to the next two sessions 
and to completing the final projects. As 
difficult as it has been, it has been well worth 
the extended effort. 

Traditionally, each 
VLA class takes 
on an assignment 
that will benefit 
REALTORS® and 
our communities. 

(Photo courtesy of VAR): SVAR member Steve 
Overgard, fourth from right in striped shirt, 
enjoyed taking part in a bike-building activity 
as part of a team-building exercise during a 
retreat for the Virginia Leadership Academy. 
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REALTOR® education: More than 
just required CE
by Al Wells, Education Committee Chair

We all know that all real estate agents 
are required by the Virginia Department of 
Professional Occupational and Regulation 
to maintain a certain level of continuing 
education (CE) to retain their real estate 
license. This is done by obtaining a required 
number of CE credits every two years, but 
there is more to becoming a productive real 
estate professional than just obtaining the 
required minimum CE credits.

The SVAR Education Committee set out to 
determine what its members want to know 
more about through classroom presentations 
and how we can provide it to them. One of the 
ways we’re doing this is by visiting REALTOR® 
offices and getting direct feedback from 
brokers and agents.  

Some of the things we are hearing brokers and 
agents want are classes or Lunch & Learns on 
topics like:

•	 CVRMLS Road Rules
•	 Taxes
•	 Contracts
•	 REALTOR® Safety
•	 Instanet 
•	 Retirement planning
•	 Authentisign
•	 Investment properties
•	 HUD seminars
•	 Property management
•	 Appraisals
•	 Social media and smartphones
•	 Septic Systems 
•	 Oil tank disposal (above & below ground)
•	 Green certification
•	 REO sales and listings
•	 Broker management
•	 Regularly scheduled CE and PLE
•	 REALTOR® designations and 

certifications

The Education Committee will make every 
effort to bring these subjects and many more 
to it members via classroom presentations and 
or Lunch & Learns. We are also encouraging all 
agents and brokers to acquire more REALTOR® 
designations and certifications. 

The National Association of REALTORS® has
indicated those agents earning one or more
designations continues to make a difference 

in REALTOR® earnings. Based on 2013 NAR 
survey data, the median income of REALTORS® 
without a designation was $33,500, while 
the median income of those with at least 
one designation was $61,100, a difference of 
$27,600. 

NAR and its affiliates offer designations and 
certifications for a wide range of real estate 
specialties. Earning these designations and 
certifications helps members to increase their 
expertise and marketability, giving them a 
professional advantage. These designations 
and certifications include, but as not limited to: 

NAR designations
•	 Accredited Buyer’s Representative 

(ABR®)
•	 Certified Property Manager (CPM®)
•	 Certified Real Estate Brokerage Manager 

(CRB)
•	 Certified Residential Specialist (CRS)
•	 NAR’s Green Designation (GREEN)
•	 Graduate, REALTOR® Institute (GRI)
•	 Seller Representative Specialist (SRS)
•	 Seniors Real Estate Specialist ( SRES®)

NAR Certifications 
•	 e-PRO®

•	 Military Relocation Professional (MRP)
•	 Short Sales & Foreclosure Resource 

(SFR®)

Agents may boost their business and 
increase their salary by earning an official 
NAR designation or certification. To celebrate 

Designation Awareness Month, all online 
designation and certification courses at 
REALTOR® University are 20% off in November. 

One of the latest designations currently being 
sought by many real estate professionals is 
the GREEN designation. Through NAR’s Green 
designation, the Green Resource Council 
provides ongoing education, resources and 
tools to help real estate practitioners find, 
understand and market properties with green 
features. Properties with green features will 
help qualify a property for the benefits of the 
Energy-Efficient Mortgage. Because the energy 
efficient features of a green high performance 
home will result in lower utility bills you may 
be qualified for a higher loan amount. 

For example, a lender qualifies a buyer 
to purchase a standard home listed for 
$300,000. The buyer, however, is interested 
in buying an energy-efficient home selling 
for $315,000 with $15,000 in energy-efficient 
improvements. Using an Energy-Efficient 
Mortgage the buyer may be qualified to buy 
the energy efficient home because savings 
resulting from reduced utility costs can be 
applied to mortgage payments.

The mission of the SVAR Education Committee 
is to develop educational classes and 
learning opportunities for its members and 
the community. We sincerely hope that all the 
education you need can be obtained through 
classes or Lunch & Learns presented at SVAR, 
and we are now looking for SVAR agents 
interested in becoming certified instructors for 
SVAR. 

If you are interested in teaching fellow 
agents, please contact your office Education 
Committee liaison or any of the following 
Education Committee members: Brett 
Harris, Meg Duarte, Lorna Cornett, Joyce 
Navary, Rhonda Partin, Doug Compton, Bruce 
Richardson, Troy Kannegieter or myself. Our 
contact information can be obtained via the 
SVAR website or MLS database.

We hope to see you soon at SVAR headquarter 
or during some of our education classes, 
Lunch & Learns or socials.

Boost your 
business and 
increase your 
salary by earning 
an official NAR 
designation or 
certification.
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Legal Corner
by John F. Faber Jr., Esq., Attorney, Wolcott Rivers Gates

For the second time in three years, the Virginia 
Supreme Court has revisited the “common en-
emy rule” pertaining to stormwater drainage.  
Consider the case of Kurpiel v. Hicks, in which 
the Supreme Court seemed to weaken that 
rule by overturning the dismissal of a trespass 
suit by one pair of homeowners against an-
other based on flooding of the plaintiffs’ lot. On 
June 4, 2015, however, the court reiterated the 
strength of the common enemy rule in a case 
arising from Norfolk.

Collett v. Cordovana involved three lots located 
on West Ocean View Avenue in Norfolk. Gina 
Collett’s property was situated between a home 
owned by Gary and Margaret Cordovana, on one 
side, and 1273 West Ocean View, LLC (“1273 
WOV”), on the other. In July of 2013, Collett 
sued both the Cordovanas and 1273 WOV for 
“directing massive quantities of water runoff 
and pollutants from their properties” onto Col-
lett’s property, causing significant financial and 
emotional damage. Like the plaintiff in Kurpiel, 
Collett sued on the theory of trespass for the 
flooding from the neighboring properties, but 
also added counts for nuisance, negligence and 
negligence per se. She demanded $500,000.00 
in compensatory damages and $350,000.00 
in punitive damage against each of the defen-
dants, as well as injunctive relief.
 
In support of her claim, Collett asserted that 
the Cordovanas modified the topography of 
their property by dumping a load of gravel in 
the parking area and raising the elevation by 
approximately four inches. The Cordovanas al-
legedly graded the gravel in such a manner as 
to make stormwater flow from their property on 
to Collett’s. As to 1273 WOV, Collett complained 
that 1273 WOV had dumped mulch on its prop-
erty, raising the level of that property. That, 
combined with the absence of drain pumps, 
an adequate berm, gutters and drain pipes or 
proper grading assured that water would flow 
on to Collett’s property. Collett notified both the 
Cordovanas and 1273 WOV that the stormwater 
from their properties caused lasting pools of 
water on Collett’s property that became breed-
ing grounds for mosquitos and other pests. She 

thus sued both the Cordovanas and 1273 WOV 
in Norfolk Circuit Court, but the court dismissed 
both suits based on the defense of the common 
enemy rule.

 

When the Virginia Supreme Court took up the 
appeal, it first reiterated the basics of the com-
mon enemy rule it had stated in Kurpiel. Spe-
cifically, surface water is the common enemy, 
and each landowner may fight it off as best he 
can, provided that he does so reasonably and 
in good faith and not wantonly, unnecessarily 
or carelessly. The common enemy rule allows 
the owner of lower property to take measures 
to prevent inundation by surface water, even if 
that involves throwing it back upon neighbor-
ing property so long as he does not do so wan-
tonly, unnecessarily or carelessly. Protected by 
the rule, a homeowner may, in the reasonable 
development of his property, grade it or erect 
a building on it and not be liable for discharg-
ing additional diffused surface water as a result 
thereof.
 
The court then contrasted the allegations in 
Kurpiel with the claim by Collett against the 
Cordovanas and 1273 WOV. The plaintiffs in 
Kurpiel alleged ten separate, specific acts by 

their neighbors they claimed wantonly, unnec-
essarily and carelessly flooded the Kurpiels’ 
property with stormwater, including stripping 
the neighboring land of virtually all vegeta-
tion, clearing the vegetation in violation of the 
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, extensively 
regrading the property and changing its eleva-
tion, leaving the land unvegetated longer than 
necessary and replanting insufficient and in-
adequate vegetative cover, and failure to use 
proper drainage controls. Those allegations 
were specific enough, according to the court, to 
allow the Kurpiel case to go forward.
 
On the other hand, Collett alleged only that the 
Cordovanas and 1273 WOV had dumped gravel 
and mulch on their properties, which slightly 
raised the elevations and caused Collett’s lot to 
flood. That was simply a recitation of what the 
common law allowed them to do. Those per-
mitted acts, combined with a simple statement 
that the defendants had developed, maintained 
and altered their properties in an unreasonable, 
careless and reckless manner, were insufficient 
to state valid claims for trespass, nuisance or 
negligence, or overcome the common enemy 
rule defense.
 
As for Collett’s claim of negligence per se, the 
court explained that negligence per se differs 
from ordinary negligence in that the standard 
of conduct allegedly violated by the defendant 
is set by statute, rather than common law. In 
order to prove negligence per se, Collett needed 
to show that the defendants violated a statute 
enacted for public safety, that she belonged 
to the class of persons for whose benefit the 
statute was enacted and the harm she suf-
fered was the type the statute was meant to 
avoid, and that the statutory violation was the 
cause of her damages. Collett complained that 
the pools of standing water on her property 
had become breeding grounds for mosquitos 
and other pests, so she cited two Norfolk ordi-
nances pertaining to nuisance and to drainage 
under the rat and mosquito control chapter of 
the city code. Those provisions were designed 
to allow the City of Norfolk to control nuisance 

Surface water
is the common
enemy, and each
landowner may
fight it off as best
he can, provided
that he does so
reasonably and in
good faith...

(continued on next page...)
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Everyday ethics: Are you following 
the Pathways to Professionalism?
by Carmen Martin, ABR, CRS, CSP, GRI, SVAR Director

The Golden Rule, “Do unto others…,” is a 
quote most of us are familiar with and feel we 
abide by. 

But do we really? 

In business, as in our daily lives, crazy 
schedules and deadlines can make it easy 
to forget to treat others the way we want 
to be treated. The National Association of 
REALTORS®’ Professional Conduct Work Group 
developed the Pathways to Professionalism in 
1994 as a voluntary guide to the sometimes-
overlooked common courtesies and behaviors 
that make up so much of what we all think of 
as professionalism.

Just as the REALTOR® Code of Ethics must be 
updated to reflect new trends, so must the 
pathway by which we conduct our business, 
and so it was updated in 2004. These 
courtesies are to be used by REALTORS® on a 
voluntary basis and cannot be used, unlike the 
Code of Ethics, as the basis of a professional 
standards complaint. However, they are no 
less important to follow if our goal is to be the 
best real estate professional possible.
The list contains three sections: respect for 
the public, respect for property and respect 
for peers. Many of the points are what you 
may consider no brainers. But have you ever 
forgotten to call an agent back to cancel an 
appointment when your clients decide they 

don’t want to go in or been lackadaisical in 
responding to a request for information? How 
about always keeping everyone together 
when viewing a property (those little ones can 

be so slippery!), or do you consistently ask 
permission before allowing anyone to take 
photos or videos of someone else’s property? 

As to respecting your peers, how long does it 
take you to convey feedback when requested? 
Why not make it standard operating procedure 
to provide feedback for each showing? How 
helpful would it be if another agent did that for 
you? It only takes a few minutes to make that 
call or send an email or text. Do you always 
ask if a prospect is working with another agent 
and refer them back if they say “yes”? Or, do 
you say something else? What would you want 
a fellow REALTOR® to say to your client or 
customer? 

While it is easy to say we follow the Golden 
Rule, it is not always easy to do. Take that 
extra minute, or two to re-familiarize yourself 
with NAR’s “Pathways to Professionalism” 
(dare I say it would make a great sales 
meeting topic?) and be the true professional 
with whom the public and your peers are 
eager to work. Reputations can be enhanced 
or destroyed in an instant. 

Remember, as the Pathways to 
Professionalism states, “Real estate is a 
reputation business and what you do today 
may affect your reputation—and business—
for years to come.” 

What would you 
want a fellow 
REALTOR® to say 
to your client or 
customer? 

property and pests, however, and did not pro-
vide a private right of action to Collett.  Because 
those statutes were meant to enable the city 
to control nuisances and pests, Collett was not 
among the class of persons for whose benefits 
the statutes were enacted, nor was the harm 
she suffered the type the statutes were de-
signed to prevent.  The court thus rejected her 

negligence per se claim as well.
The Virginia Supreme Court appears to be refin-
ing the common enemy rule doctrine.  Based on 
the Collett and Kurpiel cases, homeowners now 
know that flooding from stormwater caused by 
minor changes of grade from dumping mulch 
or gravel will not overcome the defense of that 
rule, but stripping of vegetation (especially in 

violation of the law), failure to timely and ad-
equately restore vegetation and major changes 
of elevation can overcome the rule.
 
This column is not, nor is it intended to be, legal advice. 
You should consult an attorney for advice regarding your 
individual situation. 

(Legal Corner, continued from previous page...)
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Autumn is that special time of year when the 
weather cools and trees explode in vibrant 
reds, yellows, oranges and purples. Take full 
advantage of this spicy color palette to liven up 
the house inside and out for a harvest-ready 
home.

Here are steps you can suggest seller make to 
get their homes in tip-top shape for successful 
fall open houses:

De-clutter. As with any open house, you 
want to have as few items sitting around as 
possible. This is a good time for the seller 
to box up and get rid of unnecessary items. 
Prospective buyers open closets, cabinets and 
drawers, too, so having these areas clean and 
organized is important, too.

Clean and freshen up rooms. Wash windows 
and doors inside and out. Clean walls, floors 
and baseboards. Clean light fixtures, and 
replace burned out light bulbs. Imagine 
a beautiful, radiant chandelier lit up with 
sparkling bulbs.

Paint. Warm, neutral paint will welcome 
visitors and make for an excellent backdrop, 
ready to showcase marvelous fall accents and 
accessories.  Also, rooms will appear and feel 
larger and airier when the walls are neutral in 
color. 

Focus. Find a focal point to enhance every 
room. For example, add excitement to the 

family room mantel by adding pumpkin-
colored candles with a cinnamon-spice scent. 
Also, you can add a decorative framed print 
that includes scenes of fall landscapes or fall 
foliage. Adding neutral-colored furniture pieces 

and accenting them with red and burnt-orange 
throw pillows and accessories will further 
enhance the seasonal ambience you are 
striving to capture this time of year.

Set the fall mood in the foyer by placing a 
side table with soft lighting and a mirror. This 
brightens the area and visually doubles the 
space as well as providing a place where 
visitors can check themselves coming and 
going. Place a small bowl of mints and 

perhaps a flame less, harvest-scented candle. 
(Habersham Candle Co. makes a perfect 
decorative home fragrance wax vessel that 
provides many months of lasting fragrance 
and is beautiful, too.)

Place new towels and lightly scented soaps in 
the bathrooms. Who doesn’t love a spa day?

Add a new window valance over the sink to 
create a focal point in the kitchen. It will soften 
up the window by adding color and pattern. A 
small pumpkin arranged on the counter with a 
vase of fall flowers will add a touch of autumn.

Moving to the exterior, homes with high curb 
appeal will produce higher price tags and, as 
an end result, spend considerably less time 
on the market. I’m not saying to replace the 
siding or add expensive decorative stone, but 
basic maintenance on specific things and 
concentrated areas can dramatically improve 
the homes outside appearance. Suggest these 
easy fixes to help your seller create winning 
fall curb appeal:
Wash the exterior (including the roof) to 
remove dust, dirt and mildew. If the roof 
has broken or missing shingles, have them 
replaced. Make sure shutters are straight and 
tightly fastened. Re-mortar loose bricks. Seal 
cracks in asphalt and concrete, and replace 
glass in damaged or cracked windows. 

Help sellers “autumn-ize” their 
homes for fall style, curb appeal
by Debbie McCarter, ModVinTique Interiors

Homes with high 
curb appeal will 
produce higher 
price tags and 
spend considerably 
less time on the 
market.

(continued on next page...)
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CEO’s Message
by Joe Croce, RCE

One of a real estate agent’s most important 
resources is his or her network of partners 
to make real estate transactions happen. An 
agent needs a go-to inspector, plumber, roofer, 
lender, title company, etc. Over the years the 
agent and these go-to professionals build up 
trust and work together by understanding the 
value that each brings to the table. 

Within the REALTOR® Association these 
partners are called Affiliates. 

Associations have two primary sources 
of revenue—member dues and non-dues 
revenue. The latter category includes revenue 
from meetings, classes, store purchases and 
sponsors of association activities, MLS and, 
more recently, SVAR magazine advertising.
Everyone needs to know that the primary 
contributors in the non-dues revenue category 
are Affiliate members. 

Our Affiliate members want to support our 
organization and, more importantly, be in front 
of REALTOR® membership and earn business 
in the process. Often overlooked is their 
interest in rewarding you for doing business 
with them. 

There are many activities that could not 
happen at SVAR without Affiliates’ support. 

Plus, Affiliate members are great about 
bringing treats to meetings and workshops—
treats the association does not have the 

resources to provide. Without Affiliate support 
of major events like the annual awards dinner 
and ceremony, ticket prices would be out of 

reach for most of members. In other words, 
Affiliates save you money! Why do they do they 
do this? 
Affiliates want REALTOR® business, and their 
non-dues revenue is one way they can get 
recognition and time with you. What are 
their expectations? They want our REALTOR® 
members to meet and chat with them when 
they are at an SVAR function or when an agent 
needs the service they provide. 

If you are not using our Affiliates as providers, 
please try them—or at least get a good 
understanding of their product or service. In 
short, allow our Affiliates the opportunity to 
show that can be of service to you. This is a 
way of expressing thanks for their support of 
you and SVAR.

In conclusion, please consider the partners you 
have been using. Are they Affiliate members 
of SVAR? If not, please ask them to join as an 
Affiliate and support your association. Maybe 
all they care to do is advertise or support an 
event, and that is of benefit to everyone, too. 
If they are not willing to support your industry 
and profession, then are they a good partner? 
That is why I have always tried to do business 
with people who have done business with me. 
It makes great sense and gives each of you 
something to share. 

Do business with 
those businesses 
that do business 
with you.

Spruce up the lawn. Give grass some fertilizer, 
and keep it watered. Cover bare areas with sod 
or grass seed. Take out crabgrass, and keep 
the lawn manicured. Trim bushes and replace 
overgrown shrubs with classic annuals like 
colorful mums and decorative leafy cabbages 
for a burst of autumn color. 

Paint the mailbox. Revamp it with a fresh coat 
of paint. Or, if cost is not a factor, invest in a 
new high-end mailbox. Dig a flower bed, and 
plant some colorful pansies or Russian sage 
for a blast of fall color.

Add architectural embellishments. Small 
improvements such affixing architectural 
house numbers or decorative address plaques 
to the façade can enhance curb appeal, 
making the house stand out. 

Clean. Again, a little elbow grease goes a long 
way. Power wash the front porch and walkway 
to brighten the concrete and bricks and erase 
years of dust and dirt accumulation. Make light 
fixtures sparkle by cleaning the fixtures and 
replacing burned-out bulbs.

Find a focal point. The front door is the focal 

point of the home. It should be a different 
color than the rest of the house. Be daring. 
Paint it a contrasting regal blue or perhaps a 
pleasing kiwi green—or boost the fall appeal 
by painting it a earthy color like spicy burnt 
orange or a deep red. Whatever you decide, 
enhance the look with luscious finishing 
touches like polished hardware. Top it off with 
a beautiful wreath and potted plants. 

By having your sellers use these tips to 
“autumn-ize” their homes and create high 
curb appeal, you are sure to have successful 
fall open houses. Happy selling! 

(Autumn-ize, continued from previous page...)
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5 reasons why you should be 
volunteering
by Jeff Blaha, Community Affairs Committee Chair

The life of a real estate agent is inherently 
busy, and free time often is hard to find, so 
why start volunteering now? 

Volunteering is one of those things you WANT 
and OUGHT to do, yet never find the time to 
ACTUALLY do. Besides providing much-needed 
help to people or organizations requiring 
it most, volunteering can open the door to 
new business opportunities, new circles of 
influence, new skills and an appreciation for 
the everyday things you take for granted. Most 
of all, it can make you HAPPY.

Now before you say you don’t have the time 
or energy to take on a volunteering task, take 
a look at these reasons why you’ll want to 
consider scheduling some volunteer time in 
your future.

It will boost your visibility – for free! Volunteer 
to benefit your business? Not very altruistic, is 
it? While it probably shouldn’t be the primary 
reason, it’s a nice perk. While involved in a 
volunteer setting, you could meet an entirely 
new audience for your selling and prospecting 
activities. Through in-person conversations 
and projects, you can build meaningful 
relationships in your community that could 
never be made via email or phone. Don’t forget 
your business cards when you show up for 
volunteer duty. Depending on the situation, you 
may even be able to wear your company name 
tag.

Working on projects in conjunction with SVAR, 
you’ll also get a chance to network with fellow 
REALTORS® and Affiliates. Building these 
relationships in a volunteer setting will allow 
you and your colleagues to see firsthand each 
other’s work ethic and problem-solving skills. 
It’s also great as a team-building exercise.

You’ll sharpen your business skills. With so 
many volunteer opportunities out there, you 
may want to consider ones that will help 
you improve important business skills. Any 
volunteer endeavor that requires a labor 
commitment will force you to refine your 
time-management skills. Others can provide 
you with opportunities to improve your 
interactions with buyers and sellers. Home 
repair organizations like Rebuilding Together or 
Habitat for Humanity will provide you a chance 

to learn the finer points of painting, drywall, 
flooring, roofing, and general construction 
standards. This knowledge will come in handy 
while you’re with clients, allowing you to spot 

potential problems with homes and know 
when to suggest further inspections.

It doesn’t require a major time commitment. 
What keeps many people from volunteering 
is that they think it will involve major 
blocks of their time. Although it may seem 
intimidating, a large time commitment isn’t 
necessarily required. You can always start 
small by volunteering for a one-time event 
or scheduling a few hours per quarter. Once 
you find a volunteer job that you really enjoy, 
making time for it will come naturally.

It will make you appreciate what you have. We 
often get caught up in our own problems that 
seem huge to us in the moment. Maybe your 
iPhone crashed or your Wi-Fi coverage doesn’t 
reach far enough for you to work by the pool. 
Life seems tough to us at times, but when you 
see firsthand how families live without heat, 
electricity or indoor plumbing, you might feel a 
little better about your present situation.

SVAR member Betty Crostic can testify to this. 
“I love helping people in general,” she said. “It 
warms my heart to do things for others, and 
you will not ever regret doing things for other 
people. My church is into Backpack Blessing, 
and this (helps) children have a little food 
that they can eat after school or on weekends 
when someone may not be home to fix food for 
them. It is always nice to do things for others, 

even if your business does not benefit.”

You’ll feel great about it. The biggest benefit of 
volunteering is the pick-me-up you’ll get from 
doing good things. Especially after you’ve had 
a difficult work week, a volunteer activity may 
give you a sense of purpose and perspective. 
Studies have linked volunteering with better 
health. 

One study, “The Health Benefits of 
Volunteering: A Review of Recent Research”  
by the Corporation for National and Community 
Service, says volunteering improves longevity, 
lowers depression rates and reduces the rates 
of heart disease. This is commonly reported is 
a “helper’s high,” which is marked by feelings 
of exhilaration and energy from volunteering. 
Remember, a happy agent will always sell 
more than a grumpy one!

SVAR member Meg Duarte, an avid volunteer, 
knows personally and professionally knows 
the benefits of helping others, noting, “I 
volunteer in a variety of places: Tri-Cities 
Workcamp, where, working with a team of 
teenagers, we help citizens of the Tri-Cities 
stay in their homes; the USO, where men and 
women from all walks of life assist our young 
military personnel in many different ways; 
and, finally, with St. Ann’s Catholic Church. 
In all of these arenas the men and women, 
young and seasoned, recognize my abilities as 
a REALTOR®. They ask many questions about 
housing, loans and clutter control. While I don’t 
have all the answers, I can direct them to great 
sources. I have found also that the more I give, 
the more I receive.”

Sold on volunteering yet? SVAR is YOUR 
SOURCE for volunteer activities in our service 
area. And, as SVAR member John Krug astutely 
noted, “Together, as a group, we can do more 
than we could individually.”

The mission of the Community Affairs 
Committee is to develop opportunities to 
impact our communities in a positive way. If 
you, your brokerage or Affiliate business would 
like to get involved, please contact me for 
more information at JBlaha@GoHTR.com or 
804-731-3490.

Once you find a 
volunteer job that 
you really enjoy, 
making time 
for it will come 
naturally.

mailto:JBlaha@GoHTR.com
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SAFETY IS NO ACCIDENT
Stay safe on the job, year-round with tips and tools from NAR at  

www.REALTOR.org/Safety

SAFETY RESOURCES NEW!
Learn more about safety presenters, smartphone apps and safety products

ARCHIVED SAFETY WEBINARS 
Safety at Open Houses, Social Media Safety, Identity Theft, and more

VIDEOS AND MONTHLY ARTICLES

DYNAMIC SAFETY WIDGET AND WEB BANNER ADS

SAFETY PRESENTATION MATERIALS 
PowerPoint presentation template, talking points, handouts and more

OFFICE FORMS 
for REALTORS® and clients

For questions about  
NAR’s REALTOR® Safety Program,  
contact safety@REALTORS.org
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Pictorial Review
SVAR REALTORS® show support, appreciation for Affiliates

SVAR members from across Southside Virginia 
came together for an afternoon of networking 
and camaraderie June 3 in support of 
businesses that bolster the area’s real estate 
industry and the association itself. 

The second annual Affiliates Fair at SVAR 
headquarters in Colonial Heights connected 
REALTORS® with those who provide services, 
expertise and resources to them and property 
owners. Businesses from an area spanning 
Windsor to Richmond and including the Tri-
Cities were represented at the event. 

“We couldn’t do what we do without 
the support of Affiliate businesses that 
complement and help us do our work—putting 

together buyers and sellers in the residential 
and commercial real estate arenas,” said SVAR 
President David Patsel. “This was our way 
of showing appreciation for their efforts and 
offering our support in return.” 

Among the participants were American Home 
Shield, Midlothian; HMS Home Warranty. 
Midlothian; First American Home Buyers 
Protection, Mechanicsville; Virginia Housing 
Development Authority, Richmond; Colonial 
Farm Credit, Windsor; Bank of McKenney, 
Chesterfield; Wells Fargo Mortgage, Chester; 
Appomattox Title Co., Chester; Edward Jones, 
Colonial Heights; The Real Estate Book, 
Prince George; WestStar Mortgage, Colonial 
Heights; A House on a Rock Home Inspections, 

Richmond; Towne Bank Mortgage, Chester; 
C&F Mortgage, Chester; Belangia’s Custom Tile, 
LLC, Carson; Virginia Commonwealth Bank, 
Colonial Heights; 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty, 
Richmond; and ModVinTique Interiors, 
Petersburg. 

In additional to networking and building 
relationships, REALTORS® won door prizes 
aplenty, all generously provided by the 
participating Affiliates. Rounding out the day, 
SVAR CEO Joe Croce and Board of Directors 
member Steve Overgard served up hot dogs 
with all the trimmings to hungry attendees.

– Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and 
PR Specialist
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Social media and your business: 
Smart professional posting 
by Victoria Hecht, Communications and PR Specialist

The power of social media to “spread the 
word” and build organizations is impressive. 
New to the realm or need advice to hone your 
efforts for best return on investment? Aim to 
build a rapport and, thus, a relationship with 
your followers. 

Here are some simple tips to get you started:

Think short and sweet. Twitter limits the 
number of characters, but consider limiting 
yourself to 100 to 250 characters, for example, 
when using Facebook.

Pictures pique interest. Add some GOOD art to 
your post. 

Discover your followers’ best “engagement” 
times. For example, Facebook says that the 
peak hour for engagement among those 18 to 

24 years old is 9 to 10 p.m. Experiment posting 
at different times to see when you’re getting 
the most views.

Use key words that will snag the interest of 
your followers. You know your organizations’ 
buzz words or hot topics. Strive to incorporate 
some of them in postings.

Watch posting frequency. There’s a fine line 
between posting too much and not posting 
enough. Suppose you have three upcoming 
events you want to publicize, so you post them 
1, 2, 3…back to back…within minutes. This 
is a quick path to OVER-SATURATION.  Space. 
It. Out. Two postings total per day is good 
frequency. If you’re posting live from an event, 
more often is fine (especially with Twitter).

Mix it up. An oft-quoted saying reminds us that 

“All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” 
It’s the same with social media. There’s room 
for levity, info-sharing, good advice, serious 
stuff and, of course, your listings. Strive to 
offer a little bit of everything. The 80/20 rule is 
a good one to follow—80 percent “everything 
else” and 20 percent listings.

Interact with followers. Followers like to know 
there are real people at the other end of the 
posting, whether it’s a tweet, a Facebook 
posting … even the comments section of your 
YouTube channel. If someone asks a question, 
respond. (It’s also the polite thing to do.) If 
someone compliments your posting, say thank 
you, perhaps banter a bit. Engage! 

Good luck, and happy posting! 
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The TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure (TRID) 
rule is the much-anticipated consolidation of 
existing disclosures for closed-end consumer 
credit transactions secured by real estate.  
Following a brief delay the rule is expected to 
come into effect on October 3.

The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) is implementing the rule in an effort 
to render the mortgage process more easily 
understood by consumers and have dubbed 
the disclosure rule “Know Before You Owe.”  
The assumption is that the better informed 
a consumer is before they consummate a 
mortgage transaction, the more likely they are 
to make a wise decision and the less likely to 
be victims of mortgage fraud.

The concern of many real estate agents, 
buyers, sellers and lenders alike is, “Will 
the new rule delay my closing?” The CFPB 
addresses that very question in a recent 
publication as follows:

The answer is “NO” for just about everybody.

When the “Know Before You Owe” mortgage 
disclosure rule becomes effective, lenders 
must give you new, easier-to-use disclosures 
about your loan three business days before 
closing. This gives you time to review the 
terms of the deal before you get to the closing 
table.

Many things can change in the days leading up 
to closing. Most changes will not require your 
lender to give you three more business days to 
review the new terms before closing. The new 

rule allows for ordinary changes that do not 
alter the basic terms of the deal.

Only three changes require a new three–day 
rreview:

•	 The APR (annual percentage rate) 
increases by more than 1/8 of a percent 
for fixed-rate loans or 1/4 of a percent 
for adjustable loans.  (A decrease in APR 
will not require a new three-day review 
if it is based on changes to interest rate 
or other fees.)

•	 A prepayment penalty is added, making 
it expensive to refinance or sell.

•	 The basic loan product changes, such 
as a switch from fixed rate to adjustable 

interest rate or to a loan with interest-
only payments. 

No other changes require a new 3–day review. 
There has been much misinformation and 
mistaken commentary around this point. 
Any other changes in the days leading up to 
closing do not require a new three-day review, 
although the lender will still have to provide an 
updated disclosure.

For example, the following circumstances do 
not require a new three-day review:

•	 Unexpected discoveries on a walk-
through such as a broken refrigerator 
or a missing stove, even if they require 
seller credits to the buyer.

•	 Most changes to payments made at 
closing, including the amount of the real 
estate commission, taxes and utilities 
proration, and the amount paid into 
escrow.

•	 Typos found at the closing table.

Certainly none of us are sure of how smoothly 
the transition to the new disclosures will go, 
but I can assure you that much preparation, 
planning, apprehension and study has gone 
into making this development as effectual as 
possible.

What does TRID mean for you? 
by Beth Honea NMLS#227988, Vice President Mortgage Services, 
Bank of McKenney

Many things can 
change in the 
days leading up to 
closing.
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New VHDA program boosts homeownership 
opportunities
Special to The Southside REALTOR®

The Virginia Housing Development Authority 
(VHDA) now offers a Mortgage Credit 
Certificate (MCC) program that gives Virginia’s 
qualified homebuyers another option to help 
make purchasing a home more affordable. 

The new program allows an eligible 
homebuyer to receive a dollar-for-dollar 
reduction in their federal income taxes of up to 
20 percent of the annual interest paid on their 
mortgage. By reducing the amount of federal 
income tax a qualified homebuyer owes, an 
MCC boosts the tax benefits of owning a home. 

To be eligible, borrowers must:
•	 Be a first-time buyer (waived in 

federally-targeted areas) or not owned a 
home as a primary residence in the past 
three years.

•	 Have income at or below VHDA’s 
maximum household income limit for the 
area.

•	 Purchase a home below VHDA’s 
maximum sales price.

•	 Use the home as their principal 
residence. 

Additional info:
•	 Credit is equal to 20 percent of 

the annual mortgage interest paid. 
Remaining 80 percent remains an 
eligible itemized deduction.

•	 MCC is effective for the life of the 
mortgage, as long as the borrower 
continues to live in the home.

•	 The borrower must have a federal tax 
liability. Not a “refundable” tax credit. 
However, unused credit may be carried 
forward for up to three years.

•	 It does not apply to state income tax. 
•	 An MCC borrower who sells their home 

in the first nine years of homeownership 
may be subject to federal recapture tax. 

For all the latest information, program updates 
and a list of participating lenders, visit vhda.
com/mcc.

To speak with a VHDA MCC expert, please 
contact Loan Programs Manager Janice 
Burgess at 804-343-5926 or Business 
Development Officer Shelia Doplemore at 
804-343-5988. You may also email MCCInfo@
vhda.com. 

VHDA determines whether homebuyers qualify 
for MCCs under the Internal Revenue Code, but 
homebuyers must determine for themselves 
whether an MCC will save them money and 
how valuable an MCC will be for them over the 
life of their loan. VHDA cannot and does not 
give any tax advice to anyone.
 

BOM_SVAR_Award_7.875x4.indd   1 2/3/2015   3:13:34 PM
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My neighbor is a chicken 
by Steve Overgard, SVAR Director

Recently, the popularity of backyard chickens, 
also known as urban chickens, has increased 
dramatically. Owners of these small flocks 
enjoy the fresh eggs, bug control, lawn 
grooming and even the companionship of their 
feathery friends. 

Each of the hens has its own personality and 
quirks, and most end up with cute names to 
go along with their never-ending antics. They 
don’t take up much room, don’t cost a lot to 
feed, and are reasonably easy to tend. They 
are also popular with children, who especially 
appreciate the super-fresh eggs harvested 
daily. 

Many municipalities have changed their 
ordinances to allow for these small personal 
flocks. Don’t be surprised if one of your buyers 
asks if they would be allowed to keep chickens 
at home. Below is a quick summary of some 
local guidelines. You are encouraged to fully 
investigate and confirm your own information 
and recommend that your clients to do the 
same. Zoning and municipal ordinances are 
tricky and complicated, so please dig in deeper 
for your own comfort level. 

Chesterfield County 
(804-748-1050)
Six total hens are allowed in a residential 
area. No roosters are allowed; chickens must 
be within a closed yard. Chickens are not 
allowed if they are against HOA rules. There is 
a brochure available from the county.

Colonial Heights 
(804-520-9275)
Up to three chickens are allowed for non-
commercial purposes. (In other words, you 
can’t raise chickens to sell the eggs or meat.)

Dinwiddie County 
(469-4500, Ext. 2116)
Chickens are considered livestock and are not 
allowed in residential zoning areas. Chickens 
are allowed in agricultural zoning. Most of 
Dinwiddie is agricultural.

Prince George 
(804-722-8678) 
Zoning Ag and R-A are OK with chickens; in 
R-E, R-1, R-2 and R-3, six hens are allowed 
with a minimum 2-acre parcel. Six additional 

hens allowed with an additional 2 acres. 
No roosters are permitted. There are other 
restrictions on coop, fence and setback. 

Hopewell 
(804-541-2220)
Four hens are allowed in Hopewell, but no 
roosters. All birds must be within a suitable 
enclosure and with no offensive odors; shelter 
is required. They are allowed in the rear 
yard only with a setback of 10 feet from the 
property line and 45 feet from any residence.

Petersburg 
(804-733-2308)
Four chickens are allowed but no roosters. See 
Municode 18-7; the setback requirement is 10 
feet, and shelter is required. Backyard only. 

Blackstone 
(434-292-7251) 
Four hens are allowed, but no roosters.

Emporia 
(434-634 3332) 
You cannot construct a chicken coop on a 
sidewalk or road. Chickens can not run at 
large. No restrictions except the chickens must 
be within a pen. Noise and nuisance laws 
apply to roosters.

Richmond 
(804-646-6340) 
Up to four hens are allowed, and a special 
permit is required, including application, 
inspection and fee. There is a 15-foot setback. 
A brochure is available. 

Amelia County 
(804-561-3039)
Chickens in R-3 zoning are permissible; up 
to 1,000 pounds live weight of chickens 
is allowed. R-1 Village zone states that no 
chickens may be kept as commercial livestock, 
but a few as pets are OK. Follow common 
sense guidelines. 

By and large, the municipalities have made 
reasonable allowances for people to own small 
domesticated flocks of backyard chickens. At 
the same time, the new codes and ordinances 
protect the neighbors from mega flocks, 
offensive odors and roosters that fail to 
observe curfew. (Yup.)

So...sunnyside up or scrambled? 

Don’t be surprised 
if one of your 
buyers asks if they 
would be allowed 
to keep chickens 
at home. 
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Legislative Affairs Committee is busy 
on the political scene 
by Mary Ann White, Legislative Affairs Committee Chair

SVAR’s Legislative Affairs Committee has had a 
robust spring and summer. 
 
In mid-March, President David Patsel and 
a committee member attended a Matoaca 
District meeting with Supervisor Steve 
Elswick. This was a town hall-type meeting, 
during which the main points of discussion 
were the county and schools budgets. The 
objective of SVAR’s attendance was to make 
our presence known as an association. It was 
also a goal to meet and greet and to get to 
know our county government supervisors on a 
more personal level. 
 
May was huge! Many SVAR members traveled 
by bus from Colonial Heights to Washington, 
D.C ., to meet with Senators Mark Warner and 
Tim Kaine and Congressmen Randy Forbes, 
Bobby Scott and Dave Brat. We were fortunate 
that all of these legislators were able to visit 
one meeting room in one afternoon.
 
The area had an important primary election 
in the 63rd District House of Delegates. The 
Legislative Affairs Committee interviewed 
many of the candidates at the SVAR office in 
one day and endorsed Lashrese Aird. With the 
Petersburg and Colonial Heights Chambers 
of Commerce, committee co-hosted a public 
candidate forum at Virginia State University on 
May 27 (pictured below). Candidates from the 
63rd House of Delegates and 11th and 16th 

Senatorial Districts participated. Several SVAR 
members attended, giving the association 
good representation. Later, members of the 
committees “phone ninjas” got involved with 
the election and phoned hundreds of SVAR 
members to encourage them to vote in the 
June primary.  
 

In June, the committee met and adopted 
the legislative package for 2016. This was 
forwarded to the Virginia Association of 
REALTORS® for inclusion in the public policy 
agenda. Ideas and suggestions from our 
members are used to help shape and amend 
Virginia law and policy. The voice and the 
opinions of our members really matter, and 
laws get passed and changed as a result of 
this very important activity. 
 

SVAR’s Legislative Affairs Committee has 
had other face-to-face opportunities with 
legislators this year, including a breakfast 
meeting with State Senator Steve Martin and a 
luncheon with Congressman Randy Forbes.  
 
The committee has many items upcoming in 
the next few months, including Mecklenburg 
County Clerk election interviews, which 
will be a joint effort with the South Central 
Association of REALTORS®. The committee 
also has scheduled candidate interview for 
the upcoming Virginia 16th Senate election 
and will be involved with the upcoming Prince 
George County Supervisors election. The group 
is currently involved in getting to know and 
researching the candidates.

If you ever want to join a SVAR committee 
that gets busy, stays busy and gets things 
done, please consider joining this group. New 
members are always welcome. Contact me or 
CEO Joe Croce for more details. Remember 
that the Legislative Affairs Committee is here 
for matters that affect our business, and we 
only know about them from membership.  

We strongly encourage members to attend the 
candidate interviews for the Prince George 
County Supervisors and any other interviews 
that are open to membership and typically held 
at SVAR headquarters. 

Ideas and 
suggestions from 
our members are 
used to help shape 
and amend Virginia 
law and policy. 
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Property management and military 
move-ins and move-outs
by Marita Dorr, GRI, ASP, SFR, SRES, CSP, EMRS, 
Property Management Committee Chair

If you are a property manager in the Tri-Cities 
and surrounding counties, you have been 
really busy for the last few months with move-
out and move-in. It seems like everyone is 
looking for a property to rent. 

Most of this is contributed to military 
relocations. This move is called Permanent 
Change of Station, or PCS, for the military, 
and this procedure affects all branches of 
the military service worldwide. For property 
managers who rent to the military, this is a 
busy time.

When a property is vacated the property 
manager must perform extra services to 
get the property ready for the new tenant, 
including move-out inspections, repairs to the 
home and landscaping, Move-in inspections 
and everything must be documented and 
photos taken. 

When you receive the Notice of Intent Not 
to Renew a Lease from a tenant, you should 
immediately respond to the notice and send 
the tenant your list of Tenant Move-Out 

Procedures. This is to provide the tenant with 
a list of items you will be checking during the 
move-out inspection and give the tenant time 
to prepare the dwelling for your inspection. 

This inspection will determine if the tenant will 
be charged for items that are damaged or not 
completed per the Tenant Move-Out Procedure 
List. 

During the move-out inspection you should 
be using the same form you used when you 
checked the tenants into the property (the 
Move-In/Move-Out Inspection Form) and 
have your camera ready to take pictures. If 

the tenant objects to the deductions from 
their security deposit, you must have proof 
of the before and after condition of the 
property. The inspection includes the dwelling 
and landscaping, according to the lease 
requirements. 

Of course, the tenant who is leaving wants the 
security deposit returned immediately. The 
Central Virginia Residential Lease provides for 
the security deposit to be returned within 45 
days after the tenant vacates the property, and 
most tenants understand this procedure. 

This brings about your vendor list. You must 
have a list of vendors that will respond to your 
request for repairs in a timely manner. 

Look for more on the importance of having 
a good vendor list in the next issue of The 
Southside REALTOR®. 

For property 
managers who 
rent to the military, 
this is a busy time.

Selling “stuff” to give back aids 
SVAR-adopted charity
1st Choice Realty Group recently held a yard sale in its Colonial Heights parking lot 
to benefit Rebuilding Together * Tri-Cities, an adopted charity of SVAR’s Community 
Affairs Committee. The event raised $1,000, which was presented to Brandon 
Massenburg, the nonprofit’s director. Patty LaMarr and Susan Figuieras, REALTORS® 
with 1st Choice Realty Group, serve on the Community Affairs Committee. Pictured 
sitting, from left, are 1st Choice broker Kathie Braswell and  Massenburg, and 
standing, from left, are LaMarr, Tommy Mentzer, Figuieras, Spencer Canada, Rhonda 
Canada, associate broker and SVAR President-Elect Ron Hardy, and Cindy Eanes.

– Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and PR Specialist
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Be ever mindful of the Pathways 
to Professionalism 
by George Grundy, GRI, CRS, e-PRO,
Professional Standards Committee Chair

SVAR has an excellent group of certified ethics 
instructors, each prepared to help, teach and 
assist at any time. 

Joe Croce serves as SVAR’s CEO and 
ombudsman. He has been appointed by VAR 
to assist with advisement and resolution 
of filed complaints. SVAR member services 
specialist Tomesha Mabry does an excellent 
job of supporting and coordinating with 
the Professional Standards Committee, 
certified ethics instructors and new-member 
orientation. It’s a team effort!

REALTORS®, please remember to observe 
NAR’s Pathways to Professionalism. (According 
to realtor.org, “These professional courtesies 
are intended to be used by REALTORS® on a 
voluntary basis, and cannot form the basis for 
a professional standards complaint.”) They are:
 
Respect for the public  

1. Follow the “Golden Rule”–Do unto others 
as you would have them do unto you.

2. Respond promptly to inquiries and 
requests for information.

3. Schedule appointments and showings as 
far in advance as possible. 

4. Call if you are delayed or must cancel an 
appointment or showing.

5. If a prospective buyer decides not 
to view an occupied home, promptly 
explain the situation to the listing broker 
or the occupant.

6. Communicate with all parties in a timely 
fashion.

7. When entering a property ensure that 
unexpected situations, such as pets, are 
handled appropriately. 

8. Leave your business card if not 
prohibited by local rules or customary 
practice.

9. Never criticize property in the presence 
of the occupant.

10. Inform occupants that you are leaving 
after showings.

11. When showing an occupied home, 
always ring the doorbell or knock, and 
announce yourself loudly, as you enter. 
Likewise, knock and announce yourself 
loudly before entering any closed room.

12. Present a professional appearance at all 

times; dress appropriately and drive a 
clean car.

13. If occupants are home during showings, 
ask their permission before using the 
telephone or bathroom.

14. Encourage the clients of other brokers 

to direct questions to their agent or 
representative.

15. Communicate clearly; don’t use jargon 
or slang that may not be readily 
understood. 

16. Be aware of and respect cultural 
differences.

17. Show courtesy and respect to everyone.
18. Be aware of–and meet–all deadlines.
19. Promise only what you can deliver, and 

keep your promises.
20. Identify your status as a REALTOR® 

professional in contacts with the public.
21. Do not tell people what you think; tell 

them what you know.

Respect for property
1. Be responsible for everyone you allow to 

enter listed property.
2. Never allow buyers to enter listed 

property unaccompanied.
3. When showing property, keep all 

members of the group together.
4. Never allow unaccompanied access to 

property without permission.
5. Enter property only with permission 

even if you have a lockbox key or 
combination.

6. When the occupant is absent, leave 
the property as you found it (lights, 
heating, cooling, drapes, etc). If you think 
something is amiss (e.g. vandalism), 
contact the listing broker immediately. 

7. Be considerate of the seller’s property. 
Do not allow anyone to eat, drink, smoke, 
dispose of trash, use bathing or sleeping 

facilities, or bring pets. Leave the 
house as you found it unless instructed 
otherwise.

8. Use sidewalks. If weather is bad, take 
off shoes and boots prior to entering the 
property, or immediately inside if such 
action is appropriate.

9. Respect sellers’ instructions about 
photographing or videotaping their 
properties’ interiors and exteriors.

 
Respect for peers  

1. Identify your REALTOR® and professional 
status in all contacts with other 
REALTORS®.

2. Respond to other agents’ calls, faxes, 
emails and text messages promptly and 
courteously.

3. Be aware that large electronic files with 
attachments or lengthy faxes may be a 
burden on recipients.

4. Notify the listing broker if there appears 
to be inaccurate information on the 
listing.

5. Share important information about a 
property, including the presence of pets, 
security systems, and whether sellers 
will be present during the showing.

6. Show courtesy, trust, and respect to 
other real estate professionals.

7. Avoid the inappropriate use of terms of 
endearment or any denigrating language.

8. Do not prospect at other REALTORS®’ 
open houses or similar events.

9. Return keys promptly.
10. Carefully replace keys in lockboxes after 

showings.
11. Mutual respect is essential for continued 

success in the real estate business.
12. Real estate is a reputation business. 

What you do today may affect your 
reputation and your business for years 
to come.

Ideally, every REALTOR® should carry a copy 
of the Code of Ethics. Every REALTOR® should 
take the time to become more knowledgeable 
about the Code of Ethics and the obligations it 
imposes.

Mutual respect 
is essential for 
continued success.

realtor.org
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SVAR member appointed to Virginia 
Real Estate Board 

Sharon P. Johnson, GRI, CRB, QSC, SFR, a member of the 
Southside Virginia Association of REALTORS® and an associate 
broker with Century 21 Clary & Associates in South Hill, has 
been appointed to the Virginia Real Estate Board by Gov. Terry 
McAuliffe. 

The board licenses salespersons, brokers and firms that 
represent others in real property transactions and enforces fair 
housing law in cases involving real estate licensees and their 
employees. Johnson previously served on the statewide board 
from 2002 to 2006 and from 2008 to 2012. 

A resident of Boydton and graduate of Southside Virginia 
Community College, Johnson has been a real estate 

professional since 1980 and an SVAR member since 2012. 

In March, she was recognized during SVAR’s annual Awards for 
Excellence ceremony at Fort Lee, where she received the Gold 
Residential Sales Award for 2014 sales topping $3 million. 
At the state level, Johnson has chaired the Virginia Association 
of REALTORS®’ REALTOR® Political Action Committee Trustees 
and the Bill Review Subcommittee, and served on the Public 
Policy Committee. She is a former member of the South 
Central Association of REALTORS® and enjoys volunteering with 
the Chamber of Commerce and in civic endeavors.

– Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and PR Specialist

SVAR assists wounded vets with 
Home for Our Troops 
The Southside Virginia Association of 
REALTORS®—dedicated to promoting 
excellence in real estate business practices 
and advocating on behalf of the interests of 
private property owners—has donated $500 to 
the Virginia Leadership Academy’s (VLA) 2015 
designated charity, Homes for Our Troops. 

SVAR leadership, citing the work of Homes 
for Our Troops, generously approved the 
contribution proposed by SVAR member 
Steve Overgard, an associate broker and 
REALTOR® with RE/MAX Commonwealth in 
Midlothian. Overgard serves on the SVAR 
Board of Directors and is part of the Virginia 
Association of REALTORS®’ VLA’s 19-member 
Class of 2015, a distinguished professional 
development program to identify and mentor 
new leaders to serve in local, state and 
national REALTOR® associations.

“I am so proud to be affiliated with SVAR. 
When asked, the SVAR board stepped up 
and made a generous donation, based upon 
a unanimous and resounding ‘yes’ vote,” 
Overgard said. “Donations (to VLA’s Homes for 
Our Troops effort) have flowed in from firms, 
teams and from many, many individuals. The 
original fundraising set by VLA was extremely 

ambitious. Every single VLA classmate has 
worked hard and donated themselves, so we 
all have ‘skin in the game.’ Because of this, 
all of these generous donations are extremely 
appreciated. The end goal, in raising funds, is 
to help our very deserving wounded vets. I am 
sure my classmates will agree that this has 
been a rewarding experience on many levels.”   

Overgard’s class has raised more than $50,000 
for Homes for Our Troops, a national nonprofit 
founded in 2004 to build specially-adapted, 
mortgage-free homes for more than 1,700 
service men and women who have returned 
home post-9/11 with life-altering injuries. 
VAR has donated an additional $10,000 to the 
effort.

For more information about Homes for Our 
Troops, go to www.HFOTusa.org.

– Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and 
PR Specialist

www.HFOTusa.org
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VAR, SVAR share food and food for thought
SVAR invited Virginia Association of REALTORS® staffers Lynne Wherry 
and Christine Hodges to spend some time with CEO Joe Croce, RCE, and 
SVAR members during the association’s Broker Roundtable event in 
June. The roundtable topics included RESPA, Code of Ethics, education 
and communications. The brokers had lively discussions, a networking 
lunch and a wrap-up session.

– Courtesy of VAR

June Primary voting: Make it to the polls by 
any means available
This is how they roll (ahem...make that mosey) to the 
polls in Matoaca! SVAR voters are a dedicated lot and 
took just about any means of transportation necessary 
to make their REALTOR® Party voices heard during the 
primary for the 11th, 16th and 63rd districts in June. 
In Virginia, voting in the primary is an “open” process: 
Although the primary contests are by political party, one 
needn’t be a member of any political party to cast a 
ballot in the primary, nor does voting in a specific party 
primary make you a member of that particular party. 
(However, you may only cast one ballot.) 

Board of Directors member Steve Overgard showed good 
horse sense in casting his vote, and we hear that Hank, 
his steed, was rewarded with a Little Debbie apple pie on 
the way home. He proudly sports an “I voted” sticker, too. 

– Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and PR 
Specialist

How’s your reach? 
Get your company in front of real estate professionals all across the Southside! The Southside REALTOR® is delivered to real estate agents and 
industry businesses across the region, including Colonial Heights, Emporia, Hopewell and Petersburg, the towns of Chester and Ettrick, the 
counties of Dinwiddie, Greensville, Prince George, Surry, Sussex and part of Chesterfield County.

Fourth Quarter Magazine Advertising Deadline is November 6, 2015
Contact us today to get started! info@svarealtors.com

mailto:info@svarealtors.com
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Be an RPAC warrior by making 
your contribution 
by Libby Gatewood, RPAC Fundraising Chair

Not familiar with the REALTORS® Political 
Action Committee (RPAC)? Let me tell you 
more.

RPAC is a voluntary nonprofit organization 
whose membership consists of REALTORS® 
and others interested in actively and 
effectively protecting the real estate industry 
and the dream of homeownership by 
participating in governmental affairs at the 
local, state and federal levels. It does not take 
up any issues that are not REALTOR® issues. 
Our RPAC only takes on issues that affect our 
business and bottom line, i.e. our pocketbooks. 
RPAC does not address moral issues or issues 
that do not affect private property rights. 

SVAR’s “fair share” goal is only $30 per 
member. We are only at 25.23% of our goal of 
37% member participation. We need 51 more 
members to contribute to make the goal.

Major contributors are broken into several 
categories. Our SVAR major contributors and 
levels are:

•	 Golden R ($5,000) - Mack Strickland
•	 Sterling R ($1,000) - Meg Duarte, Libby 

Gatewood, Larry Lewis, Bobby Perkins, 
Mary Ann White, Shanna Wiseman 

•	 Capitol Insiders ($250) - J. Bunn 
Armstrong, Hank Duarte, John Krug

•	 99 Club - Kimberly Porter, Jean Clary 
Bagley, Troy Gibbs, Johana Story, 
Elizabeth Abernathy, Don Atkinson, 

Richard Bogese, JoAnn Bogese, Ronda 
Bradley-Gallagher, Kathy Braswell, Don 
Carnesi, Julia Chou, Doug Compton, 
Carolyn Davis, Butch Fulcher, Linda 
Harris, Teresa Harrison, Carmen Martin, 
HK Maxwell, Walter McClure, Jennifer 
McCray, David Patsel, Deirdre Portwood, 
Mark Spector, Ted Swearingen, Robin 
Whitman

We have a total of 109 SVAR members who 
have contributed. That leaves us with 51 
more members to make our percentage 
goal. Be an RPAC Warrior and give today. 
Learn more at svarealtors.com/rpac.html and 
virginiarealtorschoose.com/rpac-101/.

SVAR president-elect strategizes 
upcoming year of leadership 
by Victoria Hecht, Communications and PR Specialist

Ron Hardy, associate 
broker with 1st Choice 
Realty Group in Colonial 
Heights and president-
elect of SVAR, continued 
preparations for his 2016 
term as SVAR president 

during the National Association of REALTORS®’ 
recent Leadership Summit in Chicago. 

The summit, held August 9–11, brought 
together 1,400 local- and state-level REALTOR® 
association presidents-elect and staff 
executives from across the country to network, 
explore trending industry topics and leadership 
challenges, and strategize their upcoming 
terms. Also representing SVAR was Joe Croce, 
the association’s CEO. 

Three goals—increased communication, 
progress in education and growth of non-dues 
revenue—will drive Hardy’s term when he 
succeeds President David Patsel, managing 

broker of Napier REALTORS® ERA in Colonial 
Heights, the president-elect said. Hardy said 
he benefitted greatly from the networking 
opportunities and especially enjoyed a keynote 
address by five-time heavyweight world 
boxing champion Evander Holyfield.

Summit highlights included an address by 
Tom Salomone, NAR’s 2016 president, and 
introduction of the upcoming year’s leadership 
team; an economic update led by NAR chief 
economist Lawrence Yun and featuring current 
market trends for residential and commercial 
real estate; additional keynote addresses by 
Olympic gold medal-winning soccer player 
Mia Hamm and former Blue Angels lead 
solo pilot John Foley; legislative updates; 
presentations on REALTOR® safety; a panel on 
customizable technology and multiple listing 
services; and a “Taste of Chicago” reception at 
The Field Museum. NAR also unveiled its new 
initiative in support of the Boys & Girls Club of 
America and is encouraging every REALTOR® 

association in the country to do the same. 

Additionally, “each year the Virginia 
Association of REALTORS® hosts a dinner for 
the Virginia contingent, which further ensures 
that all (Virginia) associations build a strong 
network. Ron and I were able to review his 
agenda for 2016, and he has a good grasp 
on how to continue moving the association 
forward,” Croce said.

Hardy has been active in real estate for 
more than 20 years and previously served as 
SVAR’s president in 2005. He has served on 
the boards of Crisis Assistance Emergency 
Response Shelter in Petersburg and the 
Home Builders Association of Southside 
Virginia. A past REALTOR® of the Year, he is 
a certified mediator with VAR and holds the 
military relocation specialist, new construction 
specialist and senior housing specialist 
designations.

svarealtors.com/rpac.html
virginiarealtorschoose.com/rpac
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Contact us today!
Heather D. Rose, Settlement Agent
Heather.Rose@odtco.com

Vickie Wolfe, Underwriter 
Vickie.Wolfe@odtco.com

2425 Boulevard, Suite 5, Colonial Heights, VA 23834
804-526-8000 Office
804-781-4992 eFax –Closings
804–526-2000 Office Fax

Settlement & Title Services

We stand firm in the belief that when you 
work with us you become a member of 
a professional team. We look forward to 
helping you with:

• Residential Title Insurance
• Commercial Title Insurance
• Settlement and Closing Services
• New Construction Closings
• Refinance Closings
• Short Sale Transactions
• REO Sales
• HUD Closings
• Investor Clients
• Seller Representation

Earning your business through 
 Excellence
   in Service
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Assessment value vs. sales 
price: Pay attention to accuracy 
by Steve Overgard, SVAR Director

Real estate tax assessments are used for 
many purposes. The counties and cities use 
real estate tax assessments to form a basis 
for their real estate tax bills charged to the 
property owners. Real estate tax revenue is 
a substantial portion of the revenue that a 
municipality will generate to fund schools and 
operate the county or city. 

Tax revenues will rise and fall with 
corresponding increases and decreases in real 
estate assessments. So, if tax assessments 
rise by a few million dollars, then the revenue 
to the municipality will rise accordingly. If real 
estate values drop and so do the assessments, 
then the tax revenues also take a hit.  By law, 
the real estate assessments are supposed to 
follow fair market value. 

REALTORS® and appraisers also use real 
estate assessments to get a general idea of 
what the fair market value of a property should 
be. Assessment analysis are not the only tool 
that REALTORS use to determine FMV, but they 
are an important factor in determining and 
reconciling values. 

We all have had buyers that also form their 
opinion of the value of a property based upon 
the tax assessment. Some buyers seem to put 
too much weight on the tax assessment, much 
to our frustration and angst. 

Some sellers also use the tax value to 
determine a listing price. This seems to be 
especially prevalent when the tax value is 
somewhere between the stratosphere and the 
ionosphere instead of right here on Earth. 
It is important that tax assessment values 
are as accurate as possible. To illustrate this, 
consider these three scenarios. 

Tax assessment values are too low:  Under this 
condition, the municipality is losing important 
tax revenue that could be used to fuel a quality 
education system, balance the budget, or 
make important infrastructure improvements. 
Buyers will tend to make lower offers based 
upon the lower tax values. 

Tax assessment values are too high: The 
municipality is essentially overcharging 
property owners for taxes. Property owners 
pay an unfair and disproportionate portion of 

the total tax revenue. Property sellers tend 
to put an unrealistically high value on their 
property based on the bloated tax assessment 
values. 

Tax assessment values are accurate: Property 
owners pay a fair and equitable portion of 
the total tax revenue. The municipality is not 
leaving tax revenue on the table. Buyers and 
Sellers that use tax values for a basis of their 
opinion of value are more in line with the real 
world values. 

An analysis was recently done to compare 
some local municipal tax assessed value to 
real world prices. Sales data for six months 
was used. The recorded sales price was 
compared to the tax assessed value. On each 
recorded sale, a ratio was calculated. In each 

municipality, the total recorded sales were 
added and the total tax assessed values for 
the same sold properties were added. Ratios 
for the municipality were calculated. (See 
chart below.)

Property owners can and should appeal 
their real estate tax assessments if they feel 
like the assessment is not accurate. As an 
industry, REALTORS® should pay attention 
to the accuracy of our local real estate tax 
assessments. 

More numbers: Municipalities in this report - 7. 
Individual records examined – 2790. Ibuprofen 
– 3. Bleary eyes – 2!

Municipality Assessed Value  
% of Sales Price

Sales Price  
% of Assessed Value

Plain English

Chesterfield 97.7 102.3 Chesterfield County is very accurate on a municipal level. Real-world 
sales prices are, on average, a little higher than their assessed value. 
This condition is common in a steady-to-rising market. The county is col-
lecting an equitable amount of tax revenue from property owners. Agents, 
buyers and sellers can place more confidence in the tax assessed value 
to reflect real world price. 

Petersburg 151% 65.9% On average, houses are assessed at 151.7% of their recent sales price. 
Recent homes only sold for 65.9% of their assessed value on average. 
The city is overcharging property owners and property owners are paying 
an unfair and disproportionate share of the total tax revenue. Property 
sellers that rely on tax assessed values to determine fair market value, 
will tend to overprice their property. Assessed values are grossly inflated 
compared to recent sales data. 

Hopewell 126.7 78.9 Hopewell houses are assessed 26% above what they are really worth on 
average. The city is overcharging property owners, and those property 
owners are paying an unfair and disproportionate share of the tax 
revenue. Seller and Buyer values based too heavily on tax assessed value 
will be skewed and inaccurate. 

Prince George 106.1 94.3 The houses in Prince George in this analysis showed that the county 
thought they were worth slightly more than they really were. Still, on 
a municipal level, reasonably accurate. Fair share of tax revenue is 
equitable and the tax values are reasonably reliable to use a tool to help 
determine a true fair market value. 

Dinwiddie 105.9 94.5 The Dinwiddie houses in this analysis showed that the county thought 
they were worth slightly more than they really were. Still, on a municipal 
level, reasonably accurate. Fair share of tax revenue is equitable and the 
tax values are reasonably reliable to use a tool to help determine a true 
fair market value.

Amelia 92.1 108.6 The real values in Amelia, on average, were somewhat higher than their 
corresponding tax assessment value. This is not uncommon in a rising 
market as the tax value lag a little relying on last year’s data. The County 
is leaving some tax revenue unclaimed and REALTORS, Buyers, and 
Sellers should use some degree of caution in using the tax value to help 
establish a true value. Not bad overall.  

Colonial Heights 104.1 96.1 The houses in Colonial Heights in this analysis showed that the city 
thought they were worth slightly more than they really were. Still, on 
a municipal level, reasonably accurate. Fair share of tax revenue is 
equitable and the tax values are reasonably reliable to use a tool to help 
determine a true fair market value.
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SVAR Membership at a Glance
Data Current as of August 12, 2015

Member Count
Members 442
Secondary 24

Emeritus 15 
Affiliates 35

New REALTOR® Members
Marjorie Baugh      Bradley Real Estate
Benjamin Edwards      Weichert REALTORS®, 
 Brockwell & Portwood
Ronald Joswick      Ingram & Associates
Tiffany Maxwell      Open Door Realty, Inc.
Dennis Prince      Whitman Properties Inc.
Tamara Psihas      Century 21 Clary & Associates
Christina Shell      Homes 2 Happiness Realty
Jessica Slaughter      Weichert REALTORS®, 
 Brockwell & Portwood
Wanda Spates      Zip Realty Inc.
Stacy Taylor      Whitman Properties Inc.
Samantha Tyler     Tyler Realty Group
Jocelyn Villalobos      New Generation Realty Inc.
Keith Young      Weichert REALTORS®, 
 Brockwell & Portwood

Affiliate Members
2-10 Homebuyers Warranty
A House on a Rock Home Inspections
American Home Shield
Appomattox Title Company
Bank of McKenney
Belangia’s Custom Tile, LLC
Burley H. Langford Jr. Home Inspector
Capital One Bank Home Loans
C&F Mortgage
Colonial Farm Credit
Connors Pest Control
Cutco Closing Gifts
Day Title
Eagle Home Inspection
Edward Jones
EVB Mortgage
First American Homebuyers
First Title & Escrow
Gregory & Associates
Hayes Inspection Services
HHHunt Realty Inc.
HMS Home Warranty
ModVinTique
Movement Mortgage
Old Dominion Title & Escrow
Presidential Mortgage
Suntrust Mortgage
The Progress Index
The Real Estate Book
Towne Bank Mortgage
VCB
Village Bank Mortgage
Virginia Housing Dev Authority
Wells Fargo
Weststar Mortgage

 

 

At Virginia Commonwealth Bank, our accounts are designed to 
be flexible and comprehensive to support you as you grow your 
business.  We offer a variety of options for your business needs. 

 No or low maintenance fee checking options 
 High and Low transaction volume options, 
 Free Online Banking with Bill Payment 
 Commercial Real Estate Loans 
 Commercial Loans 
 Capital Improvements 

 
 

3209 Boulevard  
Colonial Heights, VA  23834 

  804-526-1553  
 

 

 

 

 



Southside Virginia Association of REALTORS®

114 Maple Grove Avenue, Colonial Heights, VA 23834 

(804) 520-4496

www.svarealtors.com

IN PRINT, ONLINE, MOBILE
YOUR MULTIMEDIA MARKETING SOLUTION

INCLUDES SOUTHERN CHESTERFIELD, COLONIAL HEIGHTS, FORT LEE, PRINCE GEORGE, 
DINWIDDIE, CHESTER, HOPEWELL, PETERSBURG, AND EMPORIA

Contact Janet | 804-919-1000 | Janet.Taylor.TREB@gmail.com

Circulated every 4 weeks
12,000 books distributed in quality, highly visible locations in 
Tri-City market including: Fort Lee, Wawa Convenience Stores, 
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